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This work considers visualization of diverse media by practitioners using a prescribed method of video-making to express their own practice. Practitioners invited to contribute represent diverse fields in art and design practice and may usually use other means of expression including text, mark making, object, film as well as video. The aim is to encourage reflection on the articulations between the multiple means of expression made available by digital media. A series of videos was produced exploring a subjective discourse where one can perceive this media as an extension of the physical, or an environment where a language can be shared. The prescribed method allows expression of curiosity, creativity, cooperation and experience of the ludic by enabling each individual to create their own discourse.

1. INTRODUCTION

The possibility to develop this collaborative project arose through a fortuitous meeting and subsequent conversations between Karen Bosy, PhD student in the School of Communication at the Royal College of Art (RCA) in London and Cristina Portugal, holding a postdoctoral degree (2017–2018) at the same University.

During this year Bosy and Portugal engaged with postgraduate community at the College and participated in the weekly research seminars, Methods of Intent, to better understand the ways in which methods and methodologies function in the School of Communication’s PhD group research. This led to the development of the method, which is applied to this project and informs the work.

The following quotation from Marshall McLuhan (1968) led to reflection on the multiple means of expression made available by digital media.

‘Media as an extension of self, that is, as technology extends natural human abilities. Technologies are not simple additions of human existence. These technologies change how humans think, feel and act, even the individual’s perception and information processing. New Technologies have had psychological, physical and social effects. We shape our tools and our tools shape us.’

This paper will be presented as a series of digital discourses in video format. The question that guided this work progressed from the reflection that our cognition is modified as we move away from physical material. The aim or purpose of this research is to encourage reflection on the articulations between the multiple means of expression made available by digital media and draw out underlying issues of the information gained and lost in changing modes.

This collaboration developed from a discussion initially centred around organising a series of interviews on the subject of media, and specifically choice of media employed within a practice, and the ways in which this may contribute to meaning, creating interpretations of a resultant work. Practitioners who were invited to contribute represent diverse fields in art and design practice, and may usually use other means of expression including text, mark making, object, and film, as well as video. In this work, these practitioners explore their individual use of media through a prescribed method of digital video to allow concepts to come into view, and aiming to draw out underlying issues and advantages of a shift in
media. The decision to ask contributors to use video as a way to represent their own medium and way of working moved this project away from a primarily text-based format. Contributors are asked to consider the prompt of a glass of water for a video-based active reflection on their practice.

2. METHOD

Contributors use a glass of water, a prop often present during interviews, as a start point or prompt. How the resultant work is completed is left to the contributors. The videos can be layered, for example through montage editing or using green screening, or, for example, a single long clip may be used. Videos may be silent or have sound, and all alternative ways that may be found were welcome. The resultant moving image works are of maximum 3-minute duration.

Videos are contributed as links to the online video platform Vimeo, and gathered together on a blog page. Videos remain in the practitioners’ Vimeo accounts and can be withdrawn at any time by the contributors by changing the link to their video or changing the privacy settings within their individual Vimeo accounts.

3. FINDINGS/RESULTS

A series of videos was produced exploring a subjective discourse where one can perceive this media as an extension of the physical, or an environment where a language can be shared. Assuming that each medium requires the use of different senses and also different levels of engagement, McLuhan explains ‘the Medium is the Message’ encompasses the idea that media and not their content should be the focus of media studies, since media format changes responses and the information it conveys.

As a collective, and in other ways dispersed, presentation of Vimeo links within a blog format, these videos form a subjective discourse and an experiential space within the digital site. As James Lingwood (1996) explains, ‘...we learn to interpret the conversations associated with photography, cinema, painting, street signs and so on. These systems...lead us to believe that the world is a fixed and orderly place...’ (as quoted by Grant Kester, Rachel Whiteread’s House, 1995, p.20). Although some practitioners included in this project use video in their practice, for most it is not a central medium. Similarly, although some practitioners included in this project use water as a device within their practice, these videos represent a shift away from practitioners’ more familiar explorations. Defamiliarising practice through using the prescribed media (video) and the prompt (the glass of water) this project allows space for seeing ‘anew’ (Boym 2010).

In order to progress this project, some experiments using video and a particular method of videoing were undertaken using a submerged camera, a method of videoing from within my documentalist art practice. These experiments led to the development of the video Ephemeral and then Nature. Filming in this way, the surface of the water as it moves against the camera lens indicates another surface: the surface plane of the image. The containing vessel, in this case a glass, can be used to create a frame. These techniques of indicating the surface plane of the image and framing, distance the video image by ‘imposing a form on reality’, as Catherine Russell (1999, p.168) explains in her book Experimental Ethnography. This can allow an in-between space to be presented and a recording of a proposal rather than recording reality.

The initial Seminar videos, Ephemeral and Nature, were followed by invited practitioners contributing to this project using the glass of water as a prompt and video as a prescribed method. In the videos, the connection to the prompt is at times obvious and at times more enigmatic. Some practitioners contributed a brief text (which was welcomed though not prescribed), and these share a reflection on reality and process as well as considerations of ephemerality and materiality and other ideas particular to their practices. Practitioners were invited to contribute videos in the form of a Vimeo link and these are collected on a blog page. Documentalist presentation on a website can be exemplified by artist and filmmaker Miranda July’s (2010) Learning to Love You More, a collection of contributed recordings of prescribed actions and places. These, framed by the website, construct an in-between site in the digital space.

Although collected, Seminar’s videos are also dispersed; when clicking each link a different Vimeo account is accessed. The spectrum of collection and dispersal is explored further in Collective|dispersed, another artwork by KM Bosy, found elsewhere on the same blog. Contributors to Collective|dispersed similarly use a glass of water as a start point but without the caveat that this be in some way relevant to their practice. Some practitioners, for example Joanna Roykovska and Kelly Spanou, have contributed separate Vimeo links to both Seminar and Collective|dispersed, as listed below. Debbie Poon’s exploration of the vessel was contributed initially to Collective|dispersed, although as this video reflects on the practitioner’s practice, it is also included within Seminar.
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The prompt (the glass of water) in relation to their practice and a prescribed media (video) creates a space for practitioners to see 'anew' (Boym 2010). Parallels may be drawn between this project's strategy to that employed by Strangely Familiar: Narratives of Architecture in the City, a symposium and exhibition (1995–1997) where invited contributors from diverse practices shared a narrative about a specific place in a city and an object related to that place. As architect and theorist Jane Rendell explains, 'Each interpretative stance revealed a place that was 'strangely familiar', familiar because certain aspects were already known, strange because they were being revealed in new ways.' Rendell, discussing the strategies employed during the Strangely Familiar exhibition, explains that Doreen Massey argued for an understanding of place as 'unfixed, contested and multiple'. Searching for a way to avoid 'essentialising tendencies', Rendell draws on Massey and other theorists, who 'stress the importance of understanding the specifics of particular sites and places but only in relational terms...' In Seminar, the videos fulfil a similar function to that fulfilled by the narratives and objects in Strangely Familiar within the exhibition space. Each video reveals a defamiliarised aspect of the prompt that forms a relational context within the relational space of the blog site, when framed by the blog site and placed in a relationship, as a form of subjective understandings in a discourse that is significant as the time of completion becomes indeterminate (Castro 2012).

The prompt (the glass of water) in relation to practice and a prescribed media (video) defamiliarises in order to see 'anew' (Boym 2010). Seminar's practitioners (contributors) and viewers share this experience, as we all look, think, judge and imagine connections to the prompt. In a collection of her papers, Space, Place and Gender, Doreen Massey (2007, p.265) explains that, 'the spatial is socially constituted' and created out of 'networks of relations at every scale...' In relation to Massey's concerns about the importance of theorising space as relational, parallels can be drawn between strategies employed by Strangely Familiar: Narratives of Architecture in the City and this project's strategies. In Seminar, videos rather than objects and texts document the tension between place and relational space. These videos contributed via dispersed Vimeo links, are gathered together and framed by the blog format, as subjective understandings in a discursive space.

4. CONCLUSION

Finally, this project encourages reflection on the articulations between the multiple means of expression made available by digital media, and draws out underlying issues of the information gained and lost in changing modes. The prescribed method allows expression of curiosity, creativity, cooperation and experience of the ludic by enabling each individual to create their own discourse. Although there is no 'natural' way of interweaving texts, images, sounds and images, the video series presents a variety of media, from born-digital events to documentation of physical interventions.

As a result of the project a series of videos (see below) was produced that bring a subjective discourse where one can perceive the media as an extension of the self, an environment where language can be shared, as technology broadens the natural human skills and turns the natural environment into a fictional world. Technology is not a simple addition to human existence, but through technologies we can change the way we feel and act, can transform even the perception and processing of information, and this consequently modifies our cognition.

5. SEMINAR AND COLLECTIVE | DISPERSED / VIMEO LINKS
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